In this paper we focus on using the improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA) to optimize Gabor filters for vehicle detection. The Gabor filters parameters are encoded in a chromosome and optimized using genetic operators. Considering the deficiency of the traditional crossover operator at global searching, the partheno-crossover operator, which is a new crossover operator, is proposed and used to improve GA. The objective is to build the specifically set of filters which are capable of responding stronger to vehicles than to nonvehicles. Compared with using general GA, the Gabor filter optimized by using the IGA allows better correct rate of vehicle detection.
Introduction
In many related applications, vehicle detection is an important problem, such as self-guided vehicles [1] , driver assistance systems [2] , and measurement of traffic parameters [3] . The common approach to vehicle detection is using active sensors, such as millimeter wave radars and lasers [4] . Because abundance of useful visual information can be easily got from images or videos and applied to lots of related applications [5] - [6] , the approach to analyze vehicles from images or videos has attracted more and more attention lately. On the other hand, a robust and effective vehicle detection based vision is very challenging due to huge within-class variations of vehicle colors, sizes, orientations, shapes, poses, etc.
Extracting a number of features is the first main step of Building a vehicle detection system under the supervised learning framework. Due to 2-D Gabor filters is similar to receptive fields of neurons in the visual cortex [7] and have optimal joint localization both in the spatial and frequency domains, the Gabor features compared to other features including PCA and wavelet are superior in application of various image analysis. Training a classifier is another main step. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) were developed from the theory of structural risk minimization. Due to it has been shown higher performance to learning linear or nonlinear decision boundaries than traditional learning on classification problems, it has obtained much success in a variety of domains, such as image processing [8] , and audio classification [9] . So we choose Gabor filters and SVMs for the task of vehicle detection.
Our focus in this paper is on using the improved Genetic Algorithm to selecting filter parameters for Gabor filters optimization. By simulating the inheritance mechanism in the evolution process according to the law of "only the fittest can survive natural selection", Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are a compute method. The idea of GAs was firstly proposed by John Holland [10] . The GAs include three operations: selection, mutation and crossover, the fundamental of the three operations is probability theory. But, in GGA, the two problems existed are immature converge and no global converge. In the past twenty years, more and more scientists have been paid attention to GAs and developed it. Goldberg et al. [11] , Spears W. M. [12] , Mahfoud S.W. [13] - [14] worked on the niche and selection, Srinivas M. et al. [15] do some research on adaptive parameter setting, Coli M. et al. [16] , Fan Li et al. [17] , Mohan C.K. et al. [18] investigated crossover operator. Maojun Li et al. [19] - [20] proposed the Partheno-Genetic Algorithm (PGA). In this paper, considering the deficiency of the traditional crossover operator of GAs at global searching, the partheno-crossover operator, a new crossover operator, is proposed and the parthenocrossover operator, niche technology, migration strategy and adaptive mutation are used to improve GAs
2D Gabor feature and support vector machines
We adopt a 2D Gabor filter bank for feature extraction and use these features to train SVMs for classification in this paper.
2D Gabor filter
The 2D Gabor filter g(x, y) can be represented as a Gaussian function modulated by a complex sinusoidal signal and formulated as 
where x and y are the scaling parameters of the filter and determine the effective size of the neighborhood of a pixel in which the weighted summation takes place. ( ∈ [0, )) is the orientation of the Gabor filters. W is the radial frequency of the sinusoid. A filter will respond stronger to a bar or an edge with a normal parallel to the orientation of the sinusoid. The Fourier transform of the Gabor function is as following:
where
Gabor feature extraction
Gabor feature extraction is performed by convolving I(x, y) of an input image with g(x, y) of a set of Gabor filters
but the raw responses of the Gabor filters isn't usually used directly as features. In [6] , Zehang Sun et al. used moments (the meanμ ij , the standard deviationσ ij and the skewnessκ ij , where i corresponds to the ith filter and j corresponds to the jth subwindow) derived from Gabor filter outputs on subwindows defined on subimages extracted from the whole input image as Gabor feature extraction of postprocessing. In this paper, we also adopt this method.
SVMs
SVMs are primarily two-class classifiers. They were developed from the theory of structural risk minimization. Kernel functions, which satisfy Mercer's condition, can be expressed as a dot product in some space [21] . When different kernels are used, SVMs can implement different learning machines. In the experiments of Zehang Sun et al. [6] , the Gaussian radial basis kernel has shown higher performance then others for application of vehicle detection. It is given by
Improved genetic algorithm
In this section, the partheno-crossover operator, niche technology, migration strategy and adaptive mutation will be taken to improve GAs.
Encoding and decoding
We use a binary encoding scheme. Every parameter of 
where dec(bin i ) expresses the corresponding decimal number of the binary number of X i .
Initial population
To increase the diversity of the initial population, the individuals of the initial population are uniformly generated from searching space.
Selection
Niche technology is used to remove redundant individuals and to select fittest individuals. In this paper, hamming distance (genetic difference) 1 and fitness distance (fitness margin) 2 are used to define radius of niche:
where m is chromosome length, n is population size, f max is maximum values of fitness in the population, and f min is minimum values of fitness in the population. When two individuals' Hamming distance and fitness distance are less than the threshold value, they belong to the same niche. In the same niche, the individual of the largest fitness value is retained and others are eliminated. Some positions of population are vacant later.
The migrant individual is produced through the two-step crossover operator. First, the initial immigrant individuals are produced by the parthenocrossover operator in the individual retained. All initial immigrant individuals form a population. Second, by used traditional crossover operator, the population is operated one time and a new population is produced. Vacant positions are filled by the immigrant individuals of the new population.
Mutation
In order to keep the excellent quality of individual gene fragments, adaptive mutation is used. Each individual's mutation probability is as following:
where p`m is mutation probability adjusted, p m is mutation probability, f max is maximum values of fitness in the population, f min is minimum values of fitness in the population and f avg is average values of fitness in the population.
The partheno-crossover operator proposed
In this paper, the individuals continue to cross in population is the main reason for the immature converges, because it can make most of individuals to next of kin. So the individuals no longer cross between with each other in the same population. The parthenocrossover operator, a new crossover operator, is proposed. The partheno-crossover operator let the individual selected in the population crosses over the individual of the completely difference to it. For example, there is the individual selected in the population, 011010001001011110. The completely different individual is 100101110110100001. If they cross to one times in the 9th locus, two offspring are produced, 011010001110100001 and 100101110001011110.
When they cross to n times, there are 2n offspring and only the fittest offspring can replace his father's position in the population. So this offspring either inherits the father's good gene fragments or have a better gene fragments. It both ensures that the population develops to excellent direction, and avoids that the population converges to a local optimal solution. It improves the algorithm's performance in local and global search. Although the parthenocrossover operator isn't a partheno-genetic because all individuals of population have spouses fixed, only one of parent is in the population. So we named it partheno-crossover operator.
Fitness evaluation
The fitness value of each chromosome is the performance of a SVM classifier on features extracted from the responses of the corresponding Gabor filters of the chromosome. This method is a closed-loop learning scheme, which can make the Gabor filter design more powerful.
IGA procedure
Using method introduced as above, the procedure of IGA is as follows. Fig. 1 is flowchart of PCGA Procedure. • STEP1. Set the parameters: the maximum number of generations g, the population size n, the mutation probability p m , crossover probability p c , the number of generations of convergence c and the number of generations A.
• SETP2. Uniform generate initial population.
• SETP3. Calculate fitness value. If the stopping criterion is satisfied, go to Step8; else continue. The stopping criterion is that A = g or the best fitness keeping no change in the last c generations and this fitness must also equal the best fitness found once.
• SETP4. Remove redundant individuals and select fittest individuals. Introduce immigrant individual.
• SETP5. Adaptive mutation.
• SETP6. Partheno-crossover operator • SETP7. A=A+1. Then go to SETP3.
• SETP8. Output the best solution and stop.
Testing algorithms
In this section, we consider the problem of vehicle detection from gray-scale images.
Vehicle data
The images used in our test include 100 vehicles and 100 nonvehicles images extracted manually, in which 10 vehicle and 10 nonvehicle images are training set and the others are test set, such as Fig. 2 . In vehicle images, each vehicle was approximately put to the same position. All of the images were scaled to a size of 64 × 64. 
Parameters of GA
In the tests, let the population size n=25, crossover probability p c =0.66, mutation probability: p m =0.03, the maximum number of generations g=1000, the number of generations of convergence c=10, respectively.
Testing result
For comparison purposes, we also used the Gabor filter bank of four scales and six orientations and EGFO (without clustering) [6] except the Gabor filter optimized by using the IGA (GFOI). And the GA of EGFO and GFOI use two methods: one with convergence judgment, the other without convergence judgment. There are the testing results in Table 1 .
In the table 1, it is shown that EGFO without convergence judgment, GFOI without convergence judgment and GFOI with convergence judgment nearly get the same correct rate. But GFOI with convergence judgment has fewer generations, and the correct rate of it is much better than that of EGFO without convergence judgment. So it indicates that the IGA have better ability and stability of globe searching than the general GA of EGFO. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the partheno-crossover operator, niche technology, migration strategy and adaptive mutation were taken to improve GAs. The IGA have better capability and stability of globe searching than the general GA of EGFO. Using the IGA to optimize Gabor filters allows the better specifically set of filters. Using the specifically set of filters, the correct rate of vehicle detection increases.
